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Why LAN Sync？
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操作提示：

Different from DECT synchronization, which is synchronized “over the air”, LAN-based synchronization 

takes place via LAN.

Disadvantages of DECT synchronization:

It is greatly influenced by the external environment, such as

1. In the warehouse, with the accumulation of goods, signal transmission is blocked and cannot be synchronized normally, 

affecting the overall signal transmission of the system.

2. In an environment with severe interference, it is difficult to guarantee the synchronization quality between bases.

Advantages of LAN synchronization compared with DECT synchronization:

1.  Fewer base stations are required as the overlapping area of the base stations is smaller.

2.  The system is more stable:

① The system synchronization is not influenced by DECT signal or the environment changes, greatly improving the stability.

②When a non-Master base fails, it has no impact on other base stations. 

3. The configuration is much simpler because no synchronization levels need to be manually configured.

Disadvantages of LAN synchronization:

1.  Need special network 

Air Sync
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LAN

LAN Sync

About deployment：

Synchronization via LAN 

and air can be combined 

in the same multi-cell 

system.

For more information, 

refer to the administrator 

guide.
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LAN Sync Requirements
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1
W90B configuration

Except for Precision Time Protocol Version 2 (PTPv2), LAN synchronization also requires a W90B device as 

the LAN master and the remaining devices as LAN slaves. The LAN master must be on DECT sync level 1. 

In this case,  you do not need to configure the sync level for other W90B devices.

Network requirements

1. Base stations must be in the same network segment.

2. Precision Time Protocol (PTPv2) with deviation less than 500ns (rms).

3. Switch requirements

① PTP switch: Layer 2 (one step/two step); Layer 3 (one step/two step)

② Common PoE switch (need to meet network requirements)

Note: To ensure reliable synchronization, we recommend that you use a Layer 3 switch that supports PTP.

DECT requirements

When using LAN synchronization, it does not mean that the DECT signal quality is not important anymore. 

You still need to do a DECT measurement.

Base stations that are synchronized via LAN must be able to see the neighbor base stations via a stable 

DECT signal.

For this you can use the DECT IP Multi-Cell Deployment ToolKit. The recommended RSSI value is between 

-27 dBm and -95 dBm.

About PTPv2：

Precision Time Protocol 

version 2 (PTPv2) is 

used to synchronize the 

DECT radios via the LAN. 

PTPv2 is defined in the 

standard IEEE 1588-

2008 and a brief 

introduction can be found 

here:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wi

ki/Precision_Time_Protoc

ol.

About measurement：

Refer to the deployment 

guide.



Deployment Recommendations
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温馨提示：

会议号码和密码需提前咨
询会议主持人。

①Use a specific switch that supports PTP to guarantee the large amount of packet delay and jitter.

②The less switch hops, the lower the transmission delay and jitter are. We recommend that you deploy only one 

additional switch between the LAN master and LAN slave.

③ If you use a high-quality switch, you will get a lower packet delay as well as smaller jitter. Therefore, the 

synchronization becomes more stable.

④Within the range of the maximum throughput capacity, the increase in traffic load on the switch impacts the 

packet delay and jitter negatively. Therefore, we recommend that you only connect W90B devices in the same 

switch.



LAN Sync Method
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操作提示：

① PTP transparent clock: After you enable a transparent clock on the switch, connect the LAN 

master and LAN slaves to the same switch. The synchronization is stable.

② PTP boundary clock: After you enable a boundary clock and set Domain to 81 on the switch, 

connect the LAN master and LAN slaves to the same switch and make sure the Ext PTP Master is 

enabled on the LAN master.    

The synchronization is stable. 

③ Common PoE switch: A switch that does not enable the PTP protocol or does not support the PTP 

protocol. When the LAN master and LAN slaves are connected to the same switch, the synchronization 

is relatively stable due to the network flowdowns.



Prepare to Use the LAN Sync

Check the system synchronization status

Configure the LAN slave 

Configure the LAN master

Find the IP address of the W90B devices and configure the DM IP

Connect the bases to the network and power on

Configure LAN synchronization network environment (on the switch)

If using boundary clock, set Domain to 81. 

Determine the switch type and LAN synchronization method

Layer 2 or Layer 3 switch? Common PoE switch or PTP switch (boundary clock or transparent clock)?

Prepare to Use the LAN Sync
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Note:

We recommend that 

you use a Layer 3 

switch that supports 

PTP.



Procedure

1. Enable PTP on the switch.

2. Select E2E Transparent from the Clock Mode drop-down menu.

Sync method 1: Transparent Clock

LAN Synchronization Configuration
LAN Sync Configuration
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Note:

As we are not the 

experts for the 

switches, the 

screenshots are for 

reference only, please 

refer to the switch 

guide for more 

information.

Step 1: Configure LAN synchronization network environment (on the switch)



Sync method 2: Boundary Clock 

LAN Synchronization Configuration

Procedure

1. Enable PTP on the switch.

2. Select E2E Boundary from the Clock Mode drop-down menu.

3. Set the Domain to 81 on the switch.
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Note:

As we are not the 

experts for the 

switches, the 

screenshots are for 

reference only, please 

refer to the switch 

guide for more 

information.

LAN Sync Configuration

Step 1: Configure LAN synchronization network environment (on the switch)



No special settings are required on the switch.

Sync method 3: Common PoE switch

LAN Synchronization Configuration
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LAN Sync Configuration

Step 1: Configure LAN synchronization network environment (on the switch)



LAN Synchronization Configuration
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Note:

We recommend that 

you deploy only one 

additional switch 

between the LAN 

master and LAN slave.

LAN masterLAN slaves

Example

LAN Sync Configuration

Step 2: Connect the bases to the same switch and power on

It doesn’t matter where 

DM locates. But make 

sure the LAN master and 

LAN slaves are on the 

same network segment.

One W90DM supports up to 60 bases on the same network segment 



LAN Synchronization Configuration
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LAN Sync Configuration

Step 3: Find the IP addresses of the DM and bases, and then configure them



Procedure

1. Access the web user interface of the DM.

2. Go to Base Station > Base Station Registration.

3. Click       next to the base you want to set as LAN master.

4. Complete the configuration as below.

5. Confirm the action.

LAN Synchronization Configuration

Enable it when using PTP boundary clock
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Note:

Make sure there are no 

bases with sync level 1 

registered on the current 

system.

LAN Sync Configuration

Step 4: Configure the LAN master



LAN Synchronization Configuration

Procedure

1. Access the web user interface of the DM.

2. Go to Base Station > Base Station Registration.

3. Click      next to the base you want to set as LAN slave.

4. Select LAN from the Sync Type drop-down menu.

5. Confirm the action.
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Note:

If you are using Layer 2 

switch, you need to 

configure 

“station.X.lan_transport” 

to 3 after registration.

For more information on 

the parameter, refer to 

the administrator guide.

LAN Sync Configuration

Step 5: Configure the LAN slave



LAN Synchronization Configuration
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LAN Sync Configuration

Step 6: Check the system sync status

About sync status:

• Offline: not available.

• Deactive: available 

but not activated.

• Active: activated but 

not synchronized.

• Active and synced: 

activated and 

synchronized.



更多资讯请访问www.support.yealink.com.

Visit support.yealink.com.


